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elationships break down, and
sometimes we don’t know how to
rebuild them. They break down because we
decide to walk away when love becomes
demanding. But relationships also lose
meaning when we decide to stay solely to
please someone that we no longer love.
We leave without ever knowing what we
were looking for to begin with; we turn back
empty handed, trapped in our fantasies.
Even if we decide to stay, we may struggle to
find meaning, and we consume ourselves in
bitterness.
Living in rebellion and settling are two
temptations that lurk in our hearts. They are
signs of an immature love: the capricious
love of a child that wants affection without
responsibility, and the competitive love of
the adolescent that is always conflictive,
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rejecting any form of authority.
They are two poor forms of loving that
persist in our hearts and that are in need of
reconciliation. Love is hard work and it
requires commitment. One often loses
oneself in love. But by inhabiting this loss,
we discover God as He who has been looking
for us all along. Like the sheep and the coin,
even children may become lost. Likewise like
the shepherd and the old woman who seek
them out, so the Father waits and watches.

father must show him a true relationship of
freedom. The father is who creates paths of
reconciliation. Luke describes how the
father’s love is expressed in profound actions
– the new robe is a symbol of restored
dignity. (It is the same as God’s gesture to
Adam and Eve when he makes clothes out of
animal skins after they sin and realize they
are naked.) The ring bears the stamp that
permits him to manage the father’s goods.
(Despite it all, the father re-entrusts the son
with everything that is his.) The sandals are
Perhaps relationships fall apart because we
a symbol of the free man. (The slave walks
try to possess love, as if we could own it: give barefoot.)
me my share! The prodigal son is like those
who find relationships suffocating: they
In a healthy relationship we should never
want to love, but without commitment,
feel condemned to be the servant of the
without constraints. The prodigal son
other. The father models the Father, and the
represents those who believe they can only
feast is the celebration that the son lives
ever be in a relationship of servitude. The
again.
--Catholic-Link (excerpted and edited)
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